Carrot & Reindeer
appliqué instructions
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Helloooo!!!
Back in October of this year I wrote a tutorial for Issue 22 of One Thimble on how to hack the Beep
Beep Sweatshirt (by Made By Jack’s Mum from Issue 19) into a cardigan. That got me talking to the
wonderful Lucy of One Thimble and she asked if I’d be interested in making a Christmas themed
appliqué that I could share with all their followers.
I jumped at the chance and got my thinking cap on... I came up with a few ideas, some more obscure
than others (robins, snow covered trees, angler fish, welcoming candles…) but I settled on this fairly
traditional image; the wonderful reindeer, but with a fun twist! A carrot on a sleeve that could then
be fed to the reindeer!!
The Beep Beep Sweatshirt pattern has perfect pockets for spare carrots (and you know how moreish
they are to reindeer, one is never enough right??) so I had to go with that as my base sweater
pattern.
In the new year I will be releasing more appliqué patterns so if you enjoy making this please do
check out what other designs I will have to offer! But for now, Christmas is coming so we had better
get sewing…

Supplies!!
•

Sweatshirt pattern and all fabric needed for that. I used the Beep Beep Sweatshirt from One
Thimble, Issue 19; it has the perfect pockets for carrying spare carrots so I couldn't resist. I used
fleece for the body - but honestly French terry/sweatshirt fabric/jacquard are easier to work with
for appliqué.

•

Small amounts of fabric for your appliqué parts. I use cotton interlock and French terry the most
for knit appliqués. You can use most knit fabrics that don't fray - or experiment with whatever
you like!

•

Bondaweb (or another brand) - iron on web adhesive that acts both as an adhesive and a
stabiliser making it SO much easier to sew up the appliqué! It really is a gamechanger, making
neat detailed appliqués very achievable!

•

Ball point needle - I usually use a size 70.

•

Water soluble disappearing marker and a pin!

•

A good sharp small scissors for cutting your appliqué parts. Not your best fabric scissors as you
will be cutting out the pieces while still attached to the Bondaweb backing paper, but a good
sharp scissors nonetheless.

•

Sewing machine and, if possible, a foot that gives you good visibility of your sewing (see pg xx for
what I like to use)

•

A4 printer

•

Iron & Ironing board
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Let’s get started…
1. Cut out your selected sweater pattern. As I have said, I used the Beep Beep Sweatshirt from
Issue 19 of One Thimble.
I’ve used French terry for the sleeves and side strips and pockets and fleece for the body,
front and back. Use whatever fabrics are recommended by your pattern, but I would
comment that a stable knit like sweatshirt/French terry/jacquard are what I would
recommend and are easier to work with than fleece for appliqué. (I do like the additional
warmth and texture that the fleece affords so I’ve stuck with it.)

(yes, you might notice I decided in the end to use grey ribbing from my neckband, cuffs and waistband, not the pink here.)

2. I suggest measuring the working width and height of the front of your sweater
(remembering the subtract the seam allowance, in this case 6mm/¼ inch) to check how it
compares with the size of the appliqué before printing. I sewed up the Size 4 Beep Beep
Sweatshirt and used the size small appliqué printed at 100%.
There are two sizes of the appliqué included. Small and Large. It is easier to reduce the scale
of a PDF for printing than it is to print it bigger, so use the bigger size and reduce down your
printing scale as needed.
They have also been included in mirror image as I proposed tracing them onto the
Bondaweb paper backing which will result in mirror image of what you print. You can decide
which way your reindeer should face!
Appliqué Size

Width

Height

Small

235mm / 9 ¼ inches

270mm / 10 ⅝ inches

Large

350mm / 13 ¾ inches

410mm / 16 ⅛ inches
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The carrot has only been provided in one size as I don’t think it should need to be made any
bigger. I decided to add a spare carrot in the pocket too, so for the smaller sizes of the Beep
Beep Sweatshirt you might need to trim back the carrot leaves a bit to fit in the width of the
side strip/pocket, or print the carrot at a smaller scale.
I have included views of the pattern pages assembled also, in the smaller size for
information purposes.
Which pattern pages to print?
Appliqué

Pages

Assembled View (size small)

1, 2, 3

Small

4, 5, 6

Small Mirrored

7, 8, 9

Large

10, 11, 12, 13

Carrot alone (small)

4

Large Mirrored

14, 15, 16, 17

Carrot alone (small) Mirrored

7

Some Printing Guidance…
The pattern pages are set up for A4 printing – though should work fine with “Letter” size also. If you
don’t need to scale make sure to select Page Scaling: None. Also make sure to tick the Auto-Rotate
and Centre box.
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If you would like to reduce the size of the appliqué you will have to find the location of where to
scale the print. This varies, but on my Print dialogue box this can be found under Print - Properties Page Set Up - Page Layout - Scaled. Type in what percentage smaller you would like to print.
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3. When you have printed your appliqué at your chosen size I would suggest roughly cutting it
out and checking that it fits as you would like on the front of the sweater before cutting out
your appliqué fabric.
TIP! If it is a little big, to avoid reprinting, you could consider trimming the reindeer’s neck
back a bit at the side!
4. Next up! Trace off the appliqué pieces onto the Bondaweb backing paper. Trace them off in
groups of the same colour fabric that you will be using and cut around the separate
groupings. Be sure to trace off all the stitching details that you would like to add to the
appliqué.
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5. Cut out the fabric for each group of appliqués pieces. Iron the Bondaweb onto the back of
your appliqué fabrics as per the manufacturer’s instructions. Make sure that the adhesive
side is facing the fabric, you’ll realise pretty quickly if it’s not and gets stuck to your iron. (It
happens to the best of us!)
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6. Get your sharp scissors (but not best fabric scissors) and cut out each appliqué element. I
suggest you cut out the overall shape first and then cut in for the details.
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7. Remove the paper backing from your carrot pieces. Note: Keep the papers for use later!
Position the carrot slightly to the front side of the right sleeve overlapping the leaf and roof
over the stalks by a couple of mm on either side. Iron all three carrot pieces in place!
(I used the wrong side of the French terry face up in order to add a bit of additional texture
to the leaf piece.)

8. Sew the carrot leaf in place.
I do not back stitch at the start and finish, instead I pull the thread to the back and tie them
off. Sew in a clockwise direction using a presser foot that gives you good visibility of the
needle. I use the foot shown below nearly all the time in my sewing as it has a clear plastic
central part and has marks on it that I use to line up different edge-stitching, topstitching,
small seam allowance etc. lines.
I like use a slightly longer stitch length of about 2.5 and aim for an even 1mm distance from
the edge of the appliqué piece, but will of course veer off course at times! That’s ok!! Go
slowly and lift your presser foot, while the needle is down, to pivot as you go around curves,
bends and corners.
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My favourite presser foot!

9. Gather your water soluble disappearing ink pen, a pin and the backing paper of the leaf
piece. Place the paper over the leave and pierce along the stitch lines. Then, using the water
soluble pen, mark through the holes onto the fabric below. Lift the paper off and join the
dots marking out the stitch lines clearly!

10. Sew along the stitch line details, pulling the threads through to the back, tying off as you
complete each line of stitching. This is the same technique that you will use to add all the
stitch details to your appliqué!
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11. Once finished the stitch details dampen the fabric to dissolve the ink as pressing with an iron
may fix it and make it permanent.

12. Sew the carrot root and stalks in place!
Note: When you get to the end of a skinny piece of appliqué, stop! Pull your threads to the
back and tie off. Start again further up the narrow bit – there is no need to sew these skinny
parts twice!! This will also apply to the reindeer’s antlers.
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13. If adding this carrot to the pocket repeat this process on the righthand side strip.
Before starting sew the hem on the pocket top, as per the Beep Beep pattern instructions
and line up with the side strip and the carrot making sure it is visible poking out the top!

(For this carrot I just eyeballed the stitching
details to the leaf part – this is always an option!)

14. Many of the techniques used to appliqué this carrot are repeated with the main reindeer.
Let’s get cracking with that!
15. Mark the location of the nostrils and eye.
Because I added the eye and nose details to the reindeer before sewing the reindeer to the
sweatshirt I left the Bondaweb backing paper on the reindeer head (to keep it from sticking
to my ironing board) and used the printed pattern to mark the location of the eyes and
nostrils, using the pin and ink technique…
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16. Iron on and sew in place the nostrils and both layers of the eye.
The eye is made of two layers, dark grey and black. You can iron and sew them on one after
the other but I ironed them on together and I sewed the bottom layer by following carefully
the perimeter of top layer first and then sewed the top layer down afterwards.

17. Gather all your remaining appliqué pieces, (head, ear and antlers 1 and 2) remove the
backing paper and arrange them in position on the sweatshirt front. Make sure the side
neck of the reindeer overlaps with the seam allowance by a few mm so that it will be sewn
into the side seam later.
When you have them all laid out to your satisfaction, take off the top ear and antler. Iron the
lower antler and head in place and then sew around the perimeter of each.
(It is very important to protect the fleece with a cloth when ironing to avoid damaging it with
the heat. I find that the Bondaweb adhesive works just fine with the use of a press cloth.)
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18. Position the top antler and ear back in place, iron and then sew around the perimeter of
each.
I found the trickiest bit to be sewing the thin ends of the antlers. Remember just sew to the
end and then stop! Pull your threads to the back and tie off. Start again further up the
narrow bit avoiding sewing these skinny parts twice. You can always trim the antlers back a
bit, rounding off the ends to make it a little easier.
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19. Looking good right??!! You could always stop here if you like – that reindeer is looking pretty
effective already! I enjoy a bit of top stitching (could you guess?) and love the additional
texture it adds.
Using the backing paper from the reindeer head, or the original printed pattern, use the pin
and ink method to mark out all the stitch line details. Lift the paper and join the dots by
hand.
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20. Feel free to draw by eye if you like, or to fill in some areas by hand as I did for the lower neck
stitch details.

21. Work your way around the appliqué stitching in all your details.
I recommend stitching each line one by one and pulling the threads to the back and tying off
to finish as you go. This will avoid a tangle of threads. However… I have been known to break
the rules as it is definitely faster to do the stitching in one go. If you do this work
methodically from left to right making sure that all your loose threads are out of the way as
you stitch the next line. Pull your threads to the back and tie off.
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22. Using a damp cloth moisten the appliqué to make sure all traces of your water soluble ink
are erased.

23. Leave it to dry out and then the final part… go back to your sweater pattern and sew it up!!
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Thank You!!
A huge thanks to One Thimble for asking me to make this appliqué design. I really hope you enjoy
making it and that you or your loved one enjoys wearing it! My littlest is having lots of fun wearing
hers and, as I always size up for growing room, I hope she might even get next Christmas out of it
too!

I would love to hear your feedback on this design and tutorial and would be so delighted to see what
you make! Please share and tag me when you do!
You can find me at @incompletestitches on Instagram, as In Complete Stitches on Facebook and
through my blog at www.incompletestitches.com. I would love to hear from you with any
comments or questions so please feel free to get in touch.
xx Sarah Jolley, aka In Complete Stitches
email: info@incompletestitches.com
#incompletestitches
#reindeerandcarrot
#incompletestitchesapplique

Merry Christmas!!
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